ERCPA Art Gallery
Supports Local Artists
Following a firm goal, the stand-alone building was designed and constructed in 2014 to incorporate
an art gallery to feature local exhibits from local artists. All on one level, the building houses 18-lighted
art stations which utilize a wire hanging system located throughout the reception area and corridors.
Additional walls are designated for art in the large conference room and common areas. Since
the building’s opening, the ERCPA Art Gallery continues to showcase 40+ works of art per exhibit
featuring new artists throughout the year.
Art enthusiasts are welcome to stop by during regular business hours to tour the gallery and during art
receptions held for the artists.*
*ERCPA adheres to State, City and County guidelines in response to the COVID-19 pandemic.

Art Exhibit Rotation

The ERCPA Art Gallery exhibits show for four months and rotate every four months, as follows:
u January – April
u May – August
u September – December

Exhibits

The ERCPA Art Gallery exhibits have frequently included solo exhibits, co-exhibits and collaborative
exhibits with organizations such as the Springfield Regional Arts Council Fresh Gallery, The Visual
Artist Alliance of Springfield, and the Southwest Missouri Camera Club.

Art Receptions*

As a courtesy to the artist(s), a complimentary art reception is hosted by ERCPA for each exhibit
including refreshments, invitation flyer (PDF), social media exposure, and not to mention the visibility
seen by ERCPA clients, colleagues, and events held at the firm.

Procedures | Art Preview & Acceptance

The gallery procedure is to preview and approve all art prior to hanging. This can be accomplished via
the cloud or if easier, the artist can email and/or text the images. The gallery welcomes works of art
portraying conservative and respectful expressions such as abstract, nature, landscapes and the like.

Procedures | Art Install & Art Removal
u
u
u
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u
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Scheduling art install, art removal and all logistics are to be coordinated in advance directly
between a firm representative and the artist or art representative of organization.
Courtesy assistance for onsite hanging and removal of art is provided for the artist(s) to ease their
time during the process to hang and remove art.
The large Community Room located on the south end of the building will be used for staging art
including art drop off and art pick up.
For ease in proximity to the Community Room during art drop off and art pick up, artists are
requested to use the employee entrance doors located on the southwest corner of the building.
Discretion is required when the main entrance doors can be utilized for transition of art.
Any transition of art during an exhibit is to be prearranged in advance in order to plan accordingly
for assistance to be available and space or room to be vacant for accessing.
ERCPA is a working CPA firm with open framed offices lining the hallways of the building with some
office spaces not designed with doors. Business calls and work is in process during the transition
of art. Kindly utilize the Community Room to hold conversations and phone calls.

